
Minette M. Genuchi

Subject: FW: Nathan Kaiser claim to be reviewed

From: Nathan J. Kaiser
Sent: Monday, September 18, 20174:44 PM
To: Kerry P. Eagan
Cc: Monica L. Ross
Subject: Nathan Kaiser claim to be reviewed

Kerry,

I received an email notifying me that the Lancaster County Board of Commissioners will be reviewing my claim
[Voucher S83640 on batch 217673 dated August 31,2017 in the total amount of $26.81, for a purchase made on April
14,2017] on September 28,2017. Since I will not be able to attend this meeting, I wanted to clarify what happened and
provide a little further context regarding this matter to those who are reviewing it. This claim was made for a cell phone
case I purchased for a new work cell phone that was issued to me around April 2017. Since the selection of cases offered
by Verizon for my particular cell phone at the time were both lacking and extremely overpriced, I opted to purchase a
case on Amazon for what was much cheaper than what Verizon offered. While I knew this would require me to purchase
the item myself and then submit a claim for reimbursement, I figured it was worth the hassle since it was significantly
cheaper and would save the County some money.

I purchased the case on Amazon.com on April 13, 2017 for $26.81. I received the case a few days later and went
about business as usual, completely forgetting that I needed to submit the claim for reimbursement. I was also not
aware (or must've forgotten if I was told) that there was a 90 day time period during which claims must be submitted by.
It wasn't until sometime in August 2017 when I was going through my Amazon account and realized that I never
submitted a claim regarding this purchase. The next day at work, I provided the receipt to Monica and explained to her
that I had accidentally forgotten to submit the receipt/purchase to her for a claim. I would like to apologize for any
inconvenience this has caused to anyone involved and the extra work this may have created those involved. I would also
like to assure the Board of Commissioners and those involved that I will do everything I can to never let this happen
again. I would greatly appreciate approval/reimbursement for this claim, despite my mistake, and would be happy to
answer any further questions anyone may have. Thanks.

Respectfully,

Nathan Kaiser
Investigator
Lancaster County Public Defender's Office
633 S9th Street
Lincoln, NE 68S08
Office - (402) 441-7631
Cell - (402) 430-1491
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